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This study investigates the forecasting bases of Hong 
'Kong . C~trency investors , with special reference to 
individuals and dealers. The survey data examine the bases 
that are considered for buying or selling foreign 
exchanges. 
The Hong Kong Exchange Market 
Hong Kong is o~e of the world financial centres and is 
// 
regarded as the regional financial center of the 'Asian- : 
Pacific area. 
The ~oreign exchange (FX) market have experienced 
substantialgrow.th in the process of evolving into a 
financial center. It is difficult to delineate the Hong 
Kong FX market because there is no centralized location for 
for~ign : : : ~x<?hange dealings like the Hong Kong IS ' stock 
market. All foreign exchange transactions are done by 
phones or telecommunications through which the foreign 
exchange markets of', the world are integrated. The Hong 
' -
Kong FX market is defined as a market in which domestic 
located economic agents (banks, deposit-taking companies, 
finance ' companies, corporations etc.) undertake foreign 
2 
exchange activities among themselves and with other parties 
abroad. 
,' '' '.,' 
When Hong Kong dollar was still in the -Sterling area 
I 
before 1973, the turnover of the foreign exchange markets 
had not been ~ery large. The transaction volume of these 
dealings, however, had been boosted by the influx of 
foreign exchange banks after 1978. The best alternative 
for them to build up their HK Dollar bases quickly ~ is 
through. foreign exchange dealings in the market. 
structure of the market 
Generally, the FX market can be divided into two 
level: inter-bank //level and customer-bank level. The 
latter means the activities between financial institutions 
and customers (mer~hants, tourists, individual investors 
etc.). The transaction volume is small relative to those 
of the inter-bank level and there is no standard amount for 
a foreign exchange deal (unlike the -inter-bank level, 
standardized USD 1 million or its multiple per deal). The 
spread for the quotation is larger than that of the inter-
bank level .. 
The market participants in the inter-bank level 
includes licensed banks, deposit~taking companies, finance 
companies and large corporations. They may act as 
arbitragers, speculators or hedgers. Moreover, exchange 
3 
brokers are also involved. They only act as middlemen 
between parties ' of a deal. In the customer-bank level, 
there are numerous small individual investors who are at 
, ..... " '" 
the same time the depositors of different foreign i 
currencies. 
Not all the li6ensed b~nks involved in foreign 
exchange dealings, about one hundred are active 
participants. The most active banks includes ci tibank, ' 
Hong Kong Bank, Standard Chartered Bank, Morgan Guaranty! 
Trust Company of New York, Bank of Tokyo, Bank of China, ' 
- Bank of America, Chase Manhattan Bank, Jardine Fleming and 
WardleyLimited. Most of them are foreign banks. 
It was estimated that the average ' daily turnover of 
the market was about US$49 billion and ranked fifth in the. 
world, after London} New York, Tokyo and Singapore. ,All 
/ ,/ 
convertible currencies , are traded in the Hong Kong FX, 
I 
mar](et . - T~e most active currencies are Deutsche Mark (DM), ' 
Japanes~ Yen (Jpy), ~ British Sterling (STG) and Swiss Franc 
(SFR) , with thei~ prices always relative to the prices of 
all other currencies. The U.S. Dollar (USD) is u~ually 
used as the quotation unit in the inter-bank level, whereas 
the Hong Kong Dollar (HKD) is used in the customer-bank 
level, especially in the deposit accounts. Australian 
Dollar (AUD) become very popular among the individual 
investors because of its higher interest rate. The 
- '-"" ' -
Canadian Dollar (CAD) is also popular because many Hong 
Kong people emigrate to Canada in the recent years. 
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Forecasting Exchange Rates 
I 
A good forecast of exchange rates is --important not 
.-
only to the business firms for their cost estimate and 
pricing policies, but also ' to the 'currency investors for 
making exchange profits. Much attention has been ~aid to 
,exchange rates forecasting in recent years. 
According to the economic theory, the exchange 'rate 
determination is subject to the law of dem'and and supply. 
Hence, the forecasting of exchange rates is bas~9 on the 
expectations on the future demand and supply of currencies. 
Market ,: expectations are formed and generated by 
information. The exchange rate forecast may be a long-term 
or a short-term. In the dealing room of a bank, the length 
of a forecasting P7riod could be just a few minutes long, 
whereas the time horizon for individual investors may be a 
few days or weeks. 
The , forecasting bases of the two ' groups of market 
participants -- dealers and individual 'investors, cannot be 
directly compared because of their different forecasting 
time frame. But they do share one common , objective which , 
is to identify the best time to sell or buy a currency in 
order to make profit. 
The main hypothesis in this study is that the 
forecasting bases of the dealers -is different from that of l 
the individual investors. In order to test this hypothesis 
5 
empirically, a survey has been undertaken and its results 
are presented in this report . 
. :-- .... ". 
objectives 
The objectives of the present study are as follows: 
1. To id~ntify the forecasting bases which are important 
to the dealers of financial institutions. 
2. To identify the forecasting bases of individual 
investors on the best timing of buy or sell foreign 
exchange. 
3. To compare the forecasting bases of the two groups of 
/ 
market participants. 
4. To compare the forecasting " bases of the dealers in 
tra.ding the maj or' six currencies in Hong Kong. . . . , J 
5. To analyze the relationship between the demographic 
background of the individual investors and their 
~ . 




Selecting the Bases for Forecasting 
In analyzing the suita~le time for buying or ' selling 
any currencies in the foreign exchange market, the first 
I 
step is to select the factors as the bases for forecasting . 
. Gen~rally , . the bases can be classif ied into five maj or 
categories . . Charts, Technical 
Effects/Fundamental Analysis, Market 
Indicators, News 
sentiments and 




" 1. Head & Shoulders OR Neckline 
2. Ascending OR Descending Triangle 
3. Double Top OR Bottom 
4. Round Top OR Bottom 
5. Gap 
6. Trendlines OR Trend Channels 
7. Wave Theories 
11. Technical Indicators 
1. RSI (Relatiye Strength Index) 
2. Momentum 
3'. Point & Figure Chart 
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4. Moving Average OR MACD 
(Moving Average convergence/Divergence) 
5. DMI (Directional Movement Index) 
Ill. News Effects OR Fundamental Analysis 
1. Political News and Factors 
2. Economic News and Factors 
a. Economic Conditions 
b. Interest Rate OR Interest Differentials 
c. Inflation .OR Inflation differentials 
_IV. Market sentiments 
v. Econometric Models 
These bases are selected after a number of interviews 
/ 
with selected dealers. "Technical Analysis" includes both 
charts and statistical techniques. For this reason, the 
charts and technical ''indicators'-' are grouped separately. ' 
I 
Econometric Models, which belongs to "Fundamental 
Analysis", are usually run by expert systems and computer 
programs, so another factor is set for representing this 
option. The market sentiment or psychology share the 
similar difficulty. The mood of the market cannot ' be 
broken down into sub-factors. Nevertheless, a sUb-question 
is asked about the source of the knowledge of the' 
sentiment. 
A separate copy of questionnaire for each currency is 
prepared, with each exactly the same but the heading which 
I 
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show what currency is referred. The six currencies chosen 
are Deutsche Mark (DM) , Japanese Yen (JPY) , British 
St~Eling (STG) , swiss Franc (SFR) , Canadian ~Dollar (CAD) 
and Australian Dollars (AUD). Hong Kong Dollar (HKD) and 
u. S ~ Dollar (USD) are not ' chosen 'because they are the 
medium to show the relative value of the six currencies. 
Five-point scales were used to investigate the 
relative importance of ' the' bases used by the dealers • • 
"always used" , "often used", "sometimes used" , , "seldom 
used" and "never used" ( Appendix Ill). All the factors 
were unweighted because the main objective of this study, 
as stated above, was to identify the forecasting bases , 
used. A profile analysis was considered more appropriate ' 
for this purpose. 
For the indivi~ual investors, they may not be' able to , 
handle , the' vast choices that may includes some factors 
unknown. So another set of ques~~onnaire was prepared for i 
them. The questionnaire was simple. Open question~ were 
primarily used, ~ and the responses , were analyzed and ' 
I 
categorized into the respective groups. They were '~sked ' to 
suggest at most four forecasting bases. 
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Sampling 
, ' ~ .~ Two samples had been undertaken. The first one was 
drawn ' conveniently from the individual investors of the 
publics, who were in the lobbies of banks , watching the up-
~ate prices of foreign currencies from the screen. ·A total 
of 98 questionnaires were completed. 
The second sample was drawn from the list of dealers 
complied in 1988, ' and the Interbank Directory of 1988.' All 
, 
licensed banks and parts of the financial institut~9ns who 
employed dealers on the dealers' list were selected as the 
respondents. Different copies of questionnaires focusing 
on one of the six currencies ( a few were not identified 
with one specific currency b~~ause some institutions do not 
have specialized jo~s to deal on~ specific currency ),were 
, I 
sent by mail according to the currencies shown on the 
dealers' list. Four hundred questionnaires were sent to 
them, of which 121 were returned; the response rate was 
30.25%. By comparing the forec~sting bases of professional 
dealers and in'dividual investors, similarities and 
differences were -identified. 
The bases chosen by individual investors for 
forecasting exchange rates are categorized into nine 
groups. The details are shown in the chapter IV. 
! , 10 
Ill. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
There are two groups of speculators in the foreign 
' exchange markets: part-time speculative profit seekers 
.( individual investors ) and full time pr6fessional 
speculators ( dealers of f inancial institutions -' ) . The 
trading strategies used by each g~oup vary somewhat, as do 
the net results of their trading. 
Ten , possible determinants are identified as follows, 
that may affect the choice of forecasting bases in foreign 
exchange trading : 
/ ,/ 
1. Investment Objectives 
The individuals invest in currencies aiming at 
exchange gains ( exchange rate appreciation) as well as 
interest incomes. Dealers, however, concern the exchange 
gains only, as the interest income is rather small when 
comparing exchange gains to the price fluctuations, which 
could be ~everal percents per day. So the changes in 
interest rates would affect directly the returns on 
investments of individual investors, while the dealers only 
concern the changes ~n interest rates primarily as one of ' 
the forces for exchange rate movements. 
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Hypothesis 1 : Illdividual investors consider interest rate very important in 
,their forecasting, while it is only one of the important fa_~tC!rs considered 
/' .. ... 
by dealers. 
2. Time Frame 
The perceptions of the two groups of market 
_  participants towards the time frame is differe-nt, for 
example, the definition of "Short Term". Day Trading and 
position Trading (two days or longer, or even ope~ 
positions for months) are the strategies used by individual I 
investors. It . is very uncommon for dealers to long or : 
/ 
short for more than one day. , "Short term" means several 
.. 
minutes or even seconds to them. So they would employ 
those f~recasting .bases that can react quickly to the 
changes in market conditions. Technical indicators and 
charts are more suitable to meet this purpose than 
fundamental analysis does. 
. Hypothesis 2 : Dealers consider technical indicators and charts more 
. important than individuals. 
· 12 
3. Funds Available 
.': .~ For the dealers, they trade on bank's millions (U. 8. 
Dollars) of funds, while the individuals can on~y af~ord. 
bets of ushally less than one million Hong Kong dollar. 
\The difference in the amount of funds available make their 
trading behaviors different. A small percentage gain may 
cause harvesting of gains for dealers, while for the 
individuals· at least 5 to 10 percent gains because the 
absolute amount of their investment capital woul~~ be much 
smaller. 80 the range of stop-loss and harvesting levels 
are much sensitive for dealers than individuals. So they 
prefer to use the analytical tools with higher sensitivity 
to changes in the market such as charts and technical 
indicators. This W'ould also support the Hypothesis 2. 
4. Time Available 
Most of the individual investors are part-time profit-
seekers. They do not have sufficient time to monitor the 
fluctuations and time the market effectively. In contrast; 
the dealers are full time traders and are familiar with the 
trading ·techniques and information. Comprehensive 
.... , 
forecasts need more professional knowledge and skills. 
I 
This would explain why the dealers would consider technical 
indicators and charts more useful than the individual 
13 
investors do. These also lead to formulate the Hypothesis 
2. 
," .... .... 
5. Information Available 
Dealers can obtain the most up-to-date information on 
the screens of Reuters, Telerate and other computer 
networks. This is also one of the channels to get the 
market feelings. In comparison, the individuals can obtain 
the news and current exchange rates at a rather l~te time, 
ranging from several minutes to a few hours through pagers, ' 
terminal screens in the banks lobbies, and other mass media 
such as radio, television and newspapers. The professional 
advice services on investment are not well developed in 
. . / Hong Kong as ln the U.S.A . Another difficulty for the 
. individual investor is the exchange rate quotation. They, 
are fam~liar withHK ' dollar qu'otations for the foreign 
currencies but lack the knowledge of US dollar quotations, 
which are the , international practices. The exchange rate 
for dealers are quoted in us dollar, whereasHK dollars are, 
used in customer-bank transactions. Information and news 
about the market , situations and forecasts from foreign, 
sources are all in us dollar quotations. So individual 
, 
investors would need translations in order to benefit from 
the international news. But it would cost more time and 
less accurate. So, th~ individuals rather prefer to make 
a simple .guess about the possible price movements based on, 
I 
their own gut ,feelings. The · dealers can obtain more 
reliable information from computer screens, more 
professional advice from supporting analysts and 
colleagues. 
Hypothesis 3 : Dealers are in a better position to catch the Inarket feelings 
from multipl~ information sources than the individual investors who 
primarily depend Ofl their gut feelings. 
6. Transaction Nature & Cost 
The transaction cost is lower for dealers. The 
. ' / . 
spreads are much narrower than those obtained by individual 
investors. In addition to speculators, dealers are able tq 
take heqging operations, whereas ' the individual investors 
generally do not have such facilities. So dealers tend. to 
use more sensitive bases for their trading, because of 
lower transaction costs. This also supports the 
formulation of the Hypothesis 2. 
7. Knowledge and Background 
Most of the dealers in Hong Kong received the 
secondary school educations, with many have a degree. The 
15. 
education level of the individual investors is somehow very 
diversified, ranging from "no schooling" ( some housewives 
) .·' to "tertiary education". Some are even university 
lecturers. Individual investors with lower education level 
. . 
are obviously difficul~ to understand how to use technical; 
,indicators. However, a fundamental analysis appears to be 
more easier for them to understand. 
Hypothesis 4 : More educated market participants will tend ' to use 
.': .. -
'. technical indicators 'and charts than the less educated. 
8. position Taking 
" / 
.' 
Dealers are able to take both short and long 
positions, whereas the ' individual . investors have only one 
direction, which is buying. Except the margin traders, the 
short positions ~f certain currency are not attainable to 
individual investors. The only choices are time and saving 
deposit~~ Charts and technical indicators are more useful 
to dealers with regard to taking positions. 
These would also support Hypothesis 2. 
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9. Past Experience 
~ ... .,"\ " 
The foreign exchange deposits and speculations have 
become popular .ever since mid-80s. Most of the individual 
investors have only . one to three years of trading 
experiences. Their transactions in one year are about 
hundreds. But the dealers can have many trading within one 
day. It is not uncommon for a dealer to open or close 
their positions many times in one single day. So the 
dealers have more chances to apply the relevant forecasting 
methods and to improve them. They are generally 
specialized in a particular currency and become an expert 
for that. The individual investors, however, generally 
deal with two or three currencies in a short period. 
Hypothesis 5 : More experienced market participants will tend to us~ 
technical indicators and charts. 
, 
10. External Influences 
The financial institut~ons may set some guidelines for 
using technical or fundamental analysis in forecasting th~ 
I 
'exchange rates. Moreover , some~- chief dealers may act as 
the opinion leaders on the exchange rates. Their attitUdes 
and actions will have influence on that of other dealers. 
The influence on the individuals mainly comes from peer 
groups around him, more importantly, from the opinions 
leaders who ' are well-known currency analysts of banks and 
secnrities companies, through interviews on televisions and 
writings in newspapers. 
Hypothesis 6 : Dealers get , the market feelings from many sources, 
incl~lding the mass media, screens and colleagues. 
Because of the difference in the characteristics 
.,.- ,"::- ,-
- bet~een these two categories of market participants, their 




IV. SURVEY FINDINGS 
~ .... ....... ' 
The findings in this ' survey can be summarized as 
follows : 
Individual in,~estors: 
A. The Level of Exchange Rate and Interest Rate 
29 per cent of the individuals consider "level of 
,-
exchange rate;" as the ,most important factor in 
. forecasting. However, exchange rate itself should not 
be ,.a forecasting " bases considered, as it represents 
only the expectation of the individuals on the trends 
of the rates. An exchange rate level would be 
considered high, if the trend is expected to turn 
down. The reverse is also true. 
Interest rate is the considered most ~mportant 
factor by 15% of the respondents. This is consistent 
with the above assumption that individual investors 
want , to capture profits through both exchange gains 
and higher interest income. 
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The surv~y results reject the Hypothesis 1 that 
individual investors consider interest rate very 
--
~~ important in their forecasting, while it is only one 
of the important factors considered by dealers. 
B. Seldom use of the Charts and Technical Indicators 
Only 2 per cent of the respondents reported that 
they consider the charts or technical· indicators for 
buying or selling their currencies whereas 49 per cent 
of the dealers surveyed used them frequently. 
This supports the Hypothe~is 2 that dealer~ would 
• /' • • I 
use technl.cal/ l.ndl.cators and charts more often than 
individuals. 
c. No Relationship between Demographic Variables a~d 
forecasting bases 
I 
Based on the chi square tests, no significant 
relationships between the demographic variables of the 
respondents and the forecasting bases have been found. 
This rejects the h~pot~~sis 4 that more educated 
investors would use more charts and technical 
indicator.s. 
20 
D. No Relationship between the experience of the 
respondents and the forecasting bases 
The chi square, tests also rejected the Hypothesis 
5 that more exper~enced market participants will tend 




..... .. _ ... . 
Thi rorecasting Bases of Individual Investors 
"Most important" 
.Bases No. of Respondents % 
Level of Exchange Rate 28 29 
Political Factors 5 5 
Inflation o _.-: ._ 0 
Interest Rate 15 15 
Economic Information 10 10 
Suggestions on Newspaper 8 8 
or Magazine 
, 
Suggestions from f~iends 2 2 
Gut Feelings 11 11 





..... : ...... -
Five-point scales are used: 1 means "always used", 2 ' 
for "often used", 3 for "sometimes used", 4 for "seldom 
used" and 5 for "never used". 
A. Charts often considered 
The overall mean score of Charts is 2.'196. 36 
per cent of the dealers surveyed always used it. The 
responses of the dealers are somehow different from 
that of the individual investors, who seldom 
'considered to/ftse the charts. The mostly used charts; 
, are 'trendlines and trend channels'. 'Head & 
shoulder' and 'double top _& bottom' are also often 
used. 
used. 
The 'gap' and 'wave theory' are occasionally 
Gann's Techniques are used only by , a few 
respondents. 
B. Technical Indicators also important 
Compared with the ""charts , the technical 
indicators are ,appear to be more important to the 
dealers with a mean value of 2.224. The most common 
indicator used is moving average including MACD, 
23 ' 
" 
moving average converg~nce and divergence. RSI 
(re~ative strength index) and 'point & figure chart' 
are also often considered. The bases like 'DMI' and 
'Momentum' are not commonly used as the case in the 
stock market. 
Based on the survey results, hypothesis 2 that 
the dealers consider technical indicators and charts 
more often than the individuals is accepted. 
c. Emphasis on the Fundamental rather than Technical 
Analysis 
To dealer's, a fundamental analysis is considered 
more important than a technical analysis including 
charts and tec~nical indicators, with a mean value of 
1.638. 51.2 per cent of the dealers indicates that 
. :? . 
they will primarily use a fundamental analysis. This 
would suggest that more fundamentalist among the 
dealers than the technicians and · chartists. 
'Political factors', 'interest rates differentials'l 
and 'inflation differentials' are those considered 
important. 
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D. Market sentiments 
~ 0 According to the views of the dealers, the most 
important bases for exchange rate forecasting is 
market sentiments, which are considered more important 
than either fundamental and technical analysis, with 
a mean of 1.619. Among the sources given in Exhibit 
2, 'Observation and Intuition' are the most im,portant 
two channels to catch the market ' sentiments. Also 
'Newspaper' and 'Colleagues' are important sources of 
: -';:' .-
knowing the market feelings. , 
Exhibit 2 
Sourc~s of knowing the Market sentiments 
pource Multiple answers . 
in percentage 
Computer Systems 46% 
Magazine 29% 
Observation and Intuition 76% 
Newspaper 62% 
Colleagues 58% 
others .... ,. 24% 
25 
. , 
The ~esponses of the dealers support the 
hypotheses 3 and 6 that dealers are in a better 
position to catch the market . feelings -from 'multiple, 
~ourc~s ef information than the individual investors 
who primarily dep~nd on gut feelings. 
E. Econometric Models Seldom Used 
In comparison with other bases, the Econometric 
Models are seldom .used ( mean = 4.272 ). In spite of 
their rather popularity among academicians, they ar~ 
I 
not used by the dealers in Hong Kong. The main reason 
for this is probably due to the limitation of their 
./ . 
use in a short tlme frame, the adaptability of the 
models to the exchang~ rate ·.movements in a short-term 
is rather low. Although the dealing jqbs still 
require . personal judgements for selling or buying, 
econometric models may provide useful information on 
a long term forecast. 
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Exhibit 3 
...... ... ... ' The Forecasting Bases of the Hong Kong 
Foreign Exchange Dealers 
Percentage distribution 
Forecasting Always Often SometimesSeldom Never Standard 
, Bases Used Used Used Used Used Total Mean Deviation 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Charts 36 19 22 3 9 100 2.196 ' 1.292 
Head & Shoulders 31 18 33 7 7 100 2.292 1.139 
Ascending OR Descending 17 18 42 10 6 100 2.664 1.091 
Triangle 
Double Top OR Bottom 31 18 29 12 4 100 2.363 "-," ~- 1.188 
Round Top OR Bottom 18 17 27 21 8 100 2.827 1.248 
Gap 8 16 37 24 8 100 3.107 1.051 
Trendlines OR Trend 35 36 12 7 4 100 2.027 1.089 
Channels 
Wave Theories 11 13 23 29 14 100 3.248 1.233 
Technical Indicators 34 15 19 7 6 100 2.224 1.297 
RSI (Relative Strength Index) 19 / 30 19 12 10 100 2.606 1.269 
Momentum 7 28 24 21 8 100 2.963 1.115 
Point & Figure Chart 23 20 12 25 8 100 2.720 1.365 
Moving Average OR MACD 26 29 ,/ 18 11 - - , 4 100 2.290 1.157 
," 
(Moving Average Convergence / Diverg~nce) 
DMI (Directional Movement 2 20 11 30 23 100 3.615 1.168 
Index) 
News Effects OR 51. 22 9 2 3 100 1.638 0.952 
Fundamental Analysis 
Political News and Factors 60 22 8 4 0 100 1.526 0.822 
Economic News and Factors 55 21 8 2 0 100 1.500 0.750 
Economic Conditions 39 37 7 11 0 100 1.895 0.972 
Interest Rate OR Interest 49 32 9 4 0 100 1.667 0.827 
Differentials 
Inflation or 30 42 15 7 0 100 2.000 0.892 
-., 
Inflation Differentials 
Market Sentiments 48 21 7 2 2 100 1.619 0.951 
Econometric Models 3 5 12 9 56 100 4.272 1.148 
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F. Differences among the six major currencies 
.' ,' -~' The differences in forecasting bases among the six 
major trading currencies are shown in exhibit 4 : 
Exhibit 4 
The forecasting Bases of the six major currencies 
Five-point scales are used : 1 mean~~t· ~· "always 
used", 2 for "often usedI' " 3 for "sometimes used", 4 
. for "seldom used" and 5 for "never used". 
. CURRENCIES CIIARTS 
Overall 2.196 
(N=121) .~ 
DM (N=29) 2.115 
Jpv (hI -')'1\ 
.L , .... , - _1.-'; 2 ~ 500 
STG (N =20) 2.235 
SFR (N=18) 1.875 
CAD (N=13) 2.455 
AUD (N=11) 2.000 

























Overally s~eaking, market sentiments and fundamenta~ 
analysis are the most two important bases for exchange rate 
for~cas~irig among the dealers. The Pound with mean value 
of 1.267 indicates the fact that it is most sensitive 
currency easily influenced ' by the changes in the market; 
,sentiments. In contrast, the Canadian Dollar is the least 
sensitive currency among the six currencies. 
Charts and Technical indicators are ranked the third 
and the fo~rth position among the five bases for foreign 
exchange rate forecasting. Regarding the indi vidual! 
. "':-,-
currency case, charts and technical indicators appear more 
important to swiss Franc than a fundamental analysis. A 
hypothesis can, therefore, be made that for trading , Swiss 
. .' 





.V. LIMITATIONS OF THE SURVEY 
, .. ... _ ..: 
The limitations of this survey are primarily three : 
\1. The individual investors surveyed may have sampling 
errors. 
2. The forecasting bases of the individuals and dealers 
may be changed because of the changes in their, 
expectations on the market conditions after the survey 
' had been undertaken . . 
3. The forecasting bases may be perceived sensitive by 
some individual investors or dealers, conseq~ently 




VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The forecasting bases used by professional dealers are 
quite different fro~ those used by the individual 
.investors. Interest rate is considered very important to 
the individual investors; but it is, however, only one of 
the important factors considered by the dealers. 
Generally, dealers use the charts and technical indicators 
much more frequently than the individual investors. The' 
most common charts used are trendlines and trend channels. 
Moving averages are the most common technical iridicators 
" 
used . . Fundamental analysis is consider more important than 
technical analysis in the dealing rooms, however, the ' 
difference 
/ between these two , is rather small. I While 
individual investors catch the market sentiment primarily 
through , gut feelings ' and newspapers, dealers get them 
through different channels, of which the personal feelings 
and observations are most important. Dealers ranked market 
sentiment as the most important factor for an exchange rate 
forecasting. 
In conclusion, forecasting currency movements is more 
likely an art than a science. Al though technical and 
fundamental analysis . can provide the market participants 
useful information, a good personal judgement based on 
market sentiment, is considered the most important base for 
an excha~ge rate forecasting. 
APPENDIX I 
Table 1 









Kind ' of Deposits individual respondents have: 
Savings Deposit Accounts 
Tine Deposit Accounts 








Number of years the individual respondents participate in 
foreign exchange dealings : 
No. of Years 
Less than one year 
One to two years 
Three to five years 








Demographic data of the individual respondents : 
4.1 Sex 
., .. : .. Male 49 (50%) 
Female 
4.2 Age 
Less than 25 
25 35 
36 - 45 
46 55 
More than 55 
,/ 
4.3 Education 










39 ( 40%) 
















Blue Collar 8 (8%) 
White Collar 38 (39%) 
,···Student ... " (7%) I 
Teacher 11 (11%) 
Merchant 8 (8%) 
Professional ' 7 (7%) 
Housewife 16 (16%) 




Monthly Income (Excluding the income from 
currency d~alings) / 
Less than .$5,000 
$5,001 - $15,000 
$15,000 ~ $25,000 








. (13% .) 
(5%) 
" Survey on the Forecasting Basis of Foreign Exchange Rates 
, ... .. ..... 
I I 




What factors , would you consider when you decide the timing of buying or selling : 
I 
currencies? 
1 = ,Always Used 
2 = Often Used 
3 = ' ' Sometimes Used 
4 = Seldom Used 
5 = Never Used 
PLEAsE CIRCLE THE APPROp·RIATE 
1. CHARTS / 1 2 3 4 5 
(If 5, go to Q.2) 
a) Head & Shoulders OR Neckline 1 2 3 4 5 
b) Ascending OR Descending Triangle 1 2 3 4 5 
./ 
c) Double , Top OR Bottom 1 2 3 4 5 
d) Round Top OR Bottom 1 2 3 4 5 
, e) Gap .I 1 2 3 4 5 ' 
f) Trendlines OR'· Trend Channels 1 2 3 4 ' 5 
g) , Wave Theories 1 2 3 4 5 
h) Others , 
(please specify) 1 2 3 4 5 
~ 
I ' 
, ..... ... ... 
2. TECHNICAL INDICATORS 1. 2 
a) RSI ( Relative Strength Index) 1 2 
b) Momentum 1 2 
c) Point & Figure Chart 1 2 
d) Moving Averages OR MACD 1 2 
( Moving Average Convergence / Divergence) 
e) DMI (Directional Movement Index) 1 2 
f) Others 
(please specify) 1 2 
/ 
3. NEWS EFFF.CTS OR .. ' / 
FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS ' I 2 
a) Political News and Factors 1 2 
b) Economic News and Factors ,I . 2 
i) Economic Conditions 1 2 
ii) Interest Rate OR Interest 
Differentials , 1 2 
iii) Inflation OR Inflation 
Differentials 1 2 
3 4 5 
(If 5, go to Q.3) 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
345 
(If 5, go to Q.4) 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
(If 5, go to Q.4) 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
4. MARKET SENTIMENTS 
.... .. ... " 
4a. - Where you get the sentiments ? 
Computer System~ 
Self Observe/Feel 
5. ECONOMETRIC MODELS 
6. OTHERS 









(If 5, go to Q5) 
345 
(If 5, go to Q.6) 
3 4 5 
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